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Symmetries and induced effects in bilayer and multilayer antiferroelectric
and ferrielectric liquid crystal phases
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The stable antiferroelectric and ferrielectric smectic phases which may arise below a chiral SmA* phase are
investigated theoretically. The symmetry and physical properties of the bilayer and multilayer configurations
are worked out. Antiferroelectric and ferrielectric bilayer and multilayer configurations, possessing an induced
spontaneous ferroelectric polarization component perpendicular to the smectic layers, are shown to take place,
as the result of a nonlinear piezoelectric effect. These states of low polar symmetries occur when the angle
between the inlayer projections of the dipoles and the director of the molecules is different from 90°.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of antiferroelectricity in the chir
smectic liquid MHPOBC @1–4# @48-~1-methylheptyloxy-
carbonyl!phenyl-4-octyloxybiphenyl-4-carborylate acid#,
much attention has been paid to the investigation of liq
crystal phases with apparent or underlying antiferroelec
properties. However, at present only the structure of the
tiferroelectric SmCA* phase has been elucidated. In contr
to the ferroelectric SmC* phase in which the direction of th
molecular tilt is almost the same in neighboring layers, in
SmCA* phase the tilt direction~and thus the direction of the
in-plane spontaneous polarization! alternates by6180°
when going from layer to layer. Thisbilayer structure of the
SmCA* phase, that was initially proposed on the basis of el
trooptics and conoscopic@5# studies of bulk samples, wa
confirmed by ellipsometric studies of thin freely suspend
films @6#. For the other antiferroelectric (SmAF @7#!, ferro-
electric (SmCb* @8#!, and ferrielectric phase
(SmCa* ,SmCg* ,SmCFI* ,SmCFII* ) @9#, the corresponding
structures are presently unknown, although experimenta
dications ofmultilayer orderings have been claimed@10,11#.

On the other hand, the recent experimental discovery
achiral liquid crystal phases formed with bend-shaped m
ecules @12,13#, and the theoretical prediction@14# that in
such systems antiferroelectric and ferroelectric smectic c
figurations would possess a longitudinal polarization, is
incitement for the experimental and theoretical search
macroscopically polarized smectic states. Because of its
tential technological interest, the existence of a liquid crys
phase displaying a macroscopic component of the ferroe
tric polarization in the absence of external electric field h
been sought for many years on theoretical@15–17# and ex-
perimental@18–20# grounds. A presupposed obstacle for o
taining such a phase is that its configuration should be
compatible with the property of the medium to be invaria
against sign reversal of the directorn̂. This symmetry crite-
rion is currently assumed to be a necessary property o

*On leave from the University of Amiens, Amiens, France.
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liquid crystal states@21#, and results from disorder with re
spect to end-for-end molecular flips and the consequent
eraging effect. It is invoked, for example, in order to expla
why polar nematic phases, which can be predicted to
stable in the framework of phase transition theories@22#,
have not yet been found experimentally.

Recently, it has been questioned if in more structured
uid crystal mesophases, such as smectics, one could not
molecular systems in which then̂→2n̂ symmetry could be
broken@16,17,21#. A few suggestions regarding the molec
lar architectures that would remove the preceding symm
have been proposed@19,23#. In a more precise way, the ex
istence of a stable chiral smecticC* -type configuration hav-
ing a spontaneous componentPz of the polarization in the
direction perpendicular to the smectic layers has been d
onstrated@24#.

The aim of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, w
theoretically investigate the symmetry and physical prop
ties of the bilayer and multilayer antiferroelectric and fer
electric smetic phases which are predicted to arise belo
SmA* phase. In this respect, the present work extends
results previously obtained by Indenbom and Loginov@25#
and Lorman@26,27#. On the other hand, we show the exi
tence of stable, bilayer, and multilayer configurations hav
simultaneously an antiferroelectric or ferrielectric in pla
dipolar ordering, and a componentPz of the total polariza-
tion. We successively examine the possible stabilization
antiferroelectric and ferrielectric mesophases displaying
layer ~Secs. II and III! and multilayer~Sec. IV! ordering, and
compatible with the existence of a spontaneous polariza
component along the layer normal. In Sec. V, we summa
our results and conclude.

II. ANTIFERROELECTRIC BILAYER STATES

A. Phenomenological model and symmetry analysis

In reference to the current phenomenological mo
@28,29# of phase transitions in antiferroelectric liquid cry
tals, one can describe a bilayer stacking of dipolar molecu
using the two axial vectorsjW15(2n1yn1z ,n1xn1z) and jW2
5(2n2yn2z ,n2xn2z), where niu( i 51,2,u5x,y,z) are the
6785 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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6786 PRE 59TOLÉDANO, NETO, BOULBITCH, AND ROY
components of the director in thei th layer, and the spac
variables (x,y) andz denote the in-plane coordinates and t
direction perpendicular to the layers, respectively. The f
components ofjW1 andjW2 span a four-dimensional reducib
representation of the space groupGo5D` ^ Tz which is as-
sociated with the parent chiral smectic phase (SmA* )
@22,29#. This representation decomposes into two irreduci
representations ofGo that are spanned by the planar vecto
jW P5jW11jW2 andjWA5jW12jW2 , respectively.jW P andjWA trans-
form as the polarization and antipolarization vectorsPW 5pW 1

1pW 2 andAW 5pW 12pW 2, respectively, wherepW 1 andpW 2 are the
polarizations of two adjacent layers.

Figure 1~a! shows the bilayer configuration of the prece
ing vectors in the SmCA* phase. The equilibrium values o

the corresponding moduli arejp5ujW Pu50,jA5ujWAuÞ0, P

5uPW u50, andA5uAW uÞ0. The angle between thejW i and pW i

vectors, as well as betweenjWA and AW , is w5p/2. We will
now demonstrate that there exists another stable config
tion with respect to the same symmetry breaking mechan
associated with the SmA* -SmCA* order-parameter. This con
figuration, denoted SmCAz* , is represented in Fig. 1~b!. It
possesses the two following distinctive properties.

~1! The in-layer dipole ordering is antiferroelectric, b
the anglew is temperature dependent and different from
(6p/2,0,p).

~2! In each layerthere exists a nonvanishing compone

of the polarization pW
i
z( i 51, and 2! along the direction per-

pendicular to the layers.
Using the transformation properties ofjWA andAW under the

symmetry operations ofGo , one can construct the following
basic invariants@30#: I 15jA

2 ,I 25A2, and I 35jAA sinw. In
addition, the symmetry ofGo allows existence of thecou-
pling invariant PzjAA cosw wherePz is the modulus of the
bilayer polarization along the z axis:PW z5pW 1

z1pW 2
z . This in-

variant expresses asecond-order piezoelectric effect, and dif-
p

th
r

e

ra-
m

t

fers from the linear piezoelectricterm I 3, i.e., PW z results
from the simultaneous existence of non-vanishing equi
rium values ofjW and AW , under the condition that the scala
and vector products of these two vectors are nonzero(wÞ
6p/2,0,p).

The homogeneous part of the~Landau! free-energy den-
sity associated with the SmA* -SmCA* transition can thus be
written under the general form

FIG. 1. Antiferroelectric bilayer smectic structures with~a! w
590°(SmCA* ), and ~b! wÞ0,p,6p/2(SmCAz

* ). The right-hand
side of each figure shows the in-layer projection of the vario
vectors defined in the text.
Fh~jA ,A,w,Pz!5a1jA
21a2jA

41•••1
1

2x11
o

A21b1A41•••2c1jAA sinw

1c2jA
2A2 sin2 w1•••2d1PzjAA cosw1

1

2x33
o

Pz
21•••, ~1!
en-
wherex11
o andx33

o are components of the dielectric susce
tibility tensor in the SmA* phase.a1 ,a2 ,b1 ,c1 ,c2, and,d1
are phenomenological coefficients. In order to describe
helical twist of the directorn̂ around thez axis, one has to
use the additional gradient invariants

I 45S ]jWA

]z
D 2

52jA
2 S ]w1

]z D 2

,

I 55jAyS ]jAx

]z D2jAxS ]jAy

]z D5jA
2 S ]w1

]z D ,
-

e

and I 65Ax(]jAx /]z)1Ay(]jAy /]z)5jAA sinw(]w1 /]z),
whereAx ,Ay ,jAx , andjAy are the in-layer components ofAW

and jWA , and w1 is the angle betweenjWA and thex axis.
Accordingly the inhomogeneous part of the free-energy d
sity is

Fi~jA ,A,w,w1!5ljA
2]w1

]z
1

1

2
K33jA

2 S ]w1

]z D 2

2mjAA sinw
]w1

]z
. ~2!
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The determination of the in-plane configurations for t
various stable phases is obtained by minimizingFh with re-
spect to the successive variablesPz ,w,A, andjA @30#. The
equations of state corresponding to a minimization with
spect to the two first variables are

Pz5d1x33
o jAA cosw ~3!

and

c1jAA cosw@12KjAA sinw#50, ~4!

where K5@(2c21d1
2x33

o )/c1#. Equation~4! shows that, in
addition to the SmA* configuration (jA5A50), two distinct
tilted smectic configurations withjAÞ0 and AÞ0 can be
stabilized: ~i! The SmCA* antiferroelectric configuration
shown in Fig. 1~a! for we56p/2 andPz

e50. ~ii ! The SmCAz*
configuration represented in Fig. 1~b!, which is stabilized for
wÞ6p/2. The equilibrium value of the anglew is

we5arcsin
1

KjAA
, ~5!

i.e., it is dependent on temperature. The equilibrium value
Pz is therefore

Pz
e5K21d1x33

o cotwe. ~6!

Note that sincePz is not affected by the helicoidal twist o
the molecules, it corresponds to amacroscopically polar
phase. Note also that angleswe5(0,p), which correspond to
parallel or antiparallel orientations forjWA andAW , do not co-
incide with a stable configuration since they are realized
der the condition thatc150, i.e. it can only be obtained at a
isolated point in the phase diagram.

When assuming exactly opposed tilt angles in two succ
sive smectic layers, the symmetry of one bilayer isP2221
andP21 ~in standard crystallographic notations@31#! for the
SmCA* and SmCAz

* configurations, respectively. Actually, th

symmetry of each stable phase can be obtained as the i
sectionG5GnùGk of the intrinsic symmetry groupsGn and
Gk of the directorn̂ and wave vectork̂ along the layer nor-
mal. In the parent SmA* phase,n̂ and k̂ being colinear, one
hasGn5D` ^ Tz andGk5D`h^ Tz soGA5D` ^ Tz . In the
SmCA* phase,Gn5D`

n
^ (2Tz), Gk5D`h

k
^ Tz , and, sincen̂

and k̂ are not colinear,GC
A*
5P2221^ (2Tz), i.e., the con-

tinuous rotational symmetry (C`) is lost and the system ac
quires a twofold screw axis due to the doubling of the la
period Tz along thez axis. In the SmCAz

* phase, then̂→
2n̂ and k̂→2 k̂ ~updown! symmetries are simultaneous
broken, and one hasGn5C`

n
^ (2Tz) andGk5C`v

k
^ Tz , so

GC
Az
* 5P21^ Tz ; i.e., the transverse twofold rotations a

lost. Hence, in the SmCAz
* phase, in addition to the breakin

of the continuous rotational symmetry of the SmA* phase,
-

f

-

s-

er-

r

one has a breaking of the discrete transverse twofold s
metry, which results from the lowering of the intrinsic sym
metries ofn̂ and k̂.

B. Phase diagram and critical behavior

The phase diagrams involving the SmCAz
* phase are ob-

tained by minimizing the total free-energyF5*(Fh
1Fi)dz with respect tojA ,A,w,Pz , andw15qz, whereq is
the wave vector of the helicoidal modulation. Assuming
fourth degree expansion ofFh in jA andA, and replacingPz
@by its equilibrium expression given by Eq.~3!# in Fh, one
obtains the equations of state

jAA cosw@2 c̃1~qe!1 c̃2jAA sinw#50, ~7!

jA@2a114a2jA
21A2~ c̃2 sin2 w2d1

2x33
o !1qe~2l1K33q

e!#

2 c̃1~qe!A sinw50, ~8!

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams corresponding to the minimization
the thermodynamic potentialF5*(Fh1Fi)dz, whereFh is given
by Eq.~1! andFi by Eq.~2!. ~a! Fh is expanded at the fourth degre
in the jA and A variables, and a strong coupling betweenjA and
A(c1@c2 ,b) is assumed.~b! Fh is expanded at the sixth degree
the jA and A variables, and a weak coupling (c1!c2 ,b) is as-
sumed. The dashed and solid lines represent second- and first-
transition lines, respectively.N1 andN2 are three-phase points.T1

andT2 are tricritical points.
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AF 1

x11
o

14b1A21jA
2~ c̃2 sin2 w2d1

2x33
o !G

2 c̃1~qe!jA sinw50, ~9!

where c̃1(qe)5c11mqe and c̃252c21d1
2x33

o
•qe5

2(l/K33)1(mAe sinwe/K33jA
e) is the equilibrium value of

the wave vectorq deduced from the minimization ofF with
respect toq. Equations~7!–~9! and the corresponding stabi
ity equations yield the phase diagrams represented in
2~a!. Thus, from the condition (]2F/]jA

2)(]2F/]A2)
2(]2F/]jA]A)250 for jA5A50, one obtains the transitio
temperatureTc1

at which the second-order SmA* -SmCA*

transition takes place: Tc1
5To1(1/2aoK33)†l

2

1@x11
o (c1K332lm)2/(K332l2x11

o )#‡, i.e., it occurs above
the temperatureTo defined bya15ao(T2To),ao ,K33 and
x11

o being positive constants. Within a linear approximatio

one has, in the SmCA* phase, Ae.x11
o c̃1(qI

e)jA
e , where

jA
e varies with temperature asjA

e56@ao(Tc1
2T)/

B(qI
e)#1/2

•qI
e5@(2l1x11

o mc1)/(K332m2x11
o )# is the equi-

librium value of qe in the SmCA* phase, andB(qI
e)52a2

1x11
o2

c̃1(qI
e)(c22d1

2x33
o )>0 is a condition of stability for the

SmCA* phase.
The SmCA

z*
phase appears below the SmCA* phase

across a second-order transition line, atTc2
5To

2(d1
2x33

o /2aob1x11
o )2@(2lqII 1K33qII

2 )/2ao#, where qII

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of~a! the polarization com-

ponentPz , defined by Eq.~6!; ~b! the anglew betweenjWA andAW

defined by Eq.~5!; ~c! the helix wave vectorq, whose expressions

are given in the text;~d! the helical pitchp52p/q; ~e! the jWA and

AW moduli assuming a sequence of two second-order transiti
SmA* 2SmCA* 2SmCAz

* ; and ~f! the componentx33 of the
dielectric-susceptibility tensor defined by Eq.~12!.
ig.

,

5@(2l1mx11
o c1 sin2 wII)/(K332m2x11

o sin2 wII)# is the helix
wave vector in the SmCAz

* phase, which depends on th

anglew II . The spontaneous polarization component alonz

varies as Pz
e5d1x33

o @ c̃1(qII )/ c̃2#cotgw II , where w II

5arcsin@ c̃1(qII )/ c̃2jA
II AII #. jA

II andAII here represent thein-
creasefrom Tc2

of the equilibrium values of the moduli o

jWA and AW . Taking again the linear approximationA
. c̃1x11

o jA sinwII yields jA
II 56@ao(Tc2

2T)/D#1/2, whereD

52a22(d1
4x33

o2
/8b1)>0 is a condition of stability for the

SmCA
z*

phase.

The sequence of two second-order phase transit
SmA* 2SmCA* 2SmAz* shown in Fig. 2~a! is obtained for a
fourth degree expansion ofFh when assuming a large bilin
ear coupling (c1@b1 ,c2) betweenjWA and AW . When Fh is
truncated at the sixth degree injA andA, and considering a
small bilinear coupling betweenjWA andAW , the SmCAz

* phase

can be reached directly from the SmA* across a first-order
transition. Figure 2~b! shows that in this case the SmA* and
SmCAz

* phases merge with the SmCA* phase at two three

phase points (N1 andN2), and the SmA* -SmCA* transition is
either first or second order, the two regimes being separ

s;

FIG. 4. Structures of bilayer~left-hand side! and in-layer pro-
jections~right-hand side!, for ~a! the Ferri I configuration, and~b!
the Ferri I8 configuration described in the text.
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by tricritical pointsT1 andT2. Note that the SmCA* phase in
Fig. 2~b! has two distinct regions of stability, separated
the SmCAz

* phase, and therefore one may observe a reent

sequence of phases SmCA* -SmCAz
* 2SmCA* .

Figures 3~a!–3~f! represent the temperature dependen
of the relevant physical quantities, as deduced from the
ceding description. The most distinctive property of t
SmCAz

* phase is the existence of a spontaneous polariza

component which arises belowTc2
and increases a

; c̃1(qII ) cotgw II . Close toTc2
it corresponds to a linea

dependencePz;(Tc2
2T), consistent with the imprope

character@30# of Pz , i.e., Pz is a secondary order paramet
induced by the simultaneous spontaneous onset of the s
metry breaking order-parametersjWA andAW . In other word,Pz
results from the non-zero spontaneous values of the sc
productjWA•AW , as expressed by Eq.~3!. Therefore, one should
expect the magnitude ofPz to be some orders of magnitud
smaller than the in-layer polarizationupW 1u5upW 2u, although
the SmCAz

* phase occurs for large absolute values ofupW 1u and

FIG. 5. Structures of bilayer and inlayer projections for~a! the
Ferri II configuration, and~b! the Ferri II8 configuration described
in the text.
nt

s
e-

n

m-

lar

upW 2u. Figure 3~a! shows that far belowTc2
,Pz reaches a satu

rated value.
The temperature dependence of the anglew across the

phase sequence SmA* -SmCA* -SmCAz
* is represented in Fig

3~b!. Taking a constant value forqII ,w decreases from
w(Tc2

)5(p/2) as . arcsin (Tc2
2T)21. Actually qII de-

creases with decreasing temperature belowqII (Tc2
)5qI , as

shown in Fig. 3~c!. Hence, the pitch angleP52p/q, which
is almost constant in the SmCA* phase, increases in th
SmCAz

* phase@Fig. 3~d!!. Figure 3~e! shows the common

temperature dependence ofujWAu and uAW u across the sequenc
of two second-order transitions, assumed in the phase
gram of Fig. 2~a!, and within the assumption of a linea
dependence betweenA andjA .

Applying an electric field along thez axis destabilizes the
SmCA* phase, and determines the equilibrium value of thew
angle in the SmCAz

* phase, which appears below the SmA*

phase. This can be foreseen by replacing in the total
energyFh by Fh2EPz , and minimizing with respect tow. It
yields, instead of Eq.~7!, the equation of state:

FIG. 6. Structures of bilayer and inlayer projections for:~a! the
Ferri III configuration and~b! the Ferri III8 configuration described
in the text.
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coswe@2 c̃1~qe!1jA A sinwe~ c̃212d1
2x33

o E!#2d1x33
o E sinwe50, ~10!
r
d

s

pi

nd
ab
a

e

t tilt

le
s
is

f a

alar

ry:

sity
which shows that only valueswe(E)Þ(6p/2,0,p) corre-
spond to a stable state. ForEÞ0. Eq. ~3! is replaced by

Pz
e5x33

o ~E1d1jA
eAe coswe!, ~11!

which contains a field-induced contribution. In the SmA*
phase the componentx33 of the dielectric susceptibily tenso
is constant,x335x33

o , and in the SmCAz
* phase it is expresse

by

x335x33
o S 12

d1
2c1

2x11
o2

sin2 2w

4
D 21

. ~12!

The temperature dependence ofx33(T) across the SmA* -
SmCAz

* transition is shown in Fig. 3~f!. It has the standard

behavior found for improper ferroelectric transitions in cry
tals @30#, with a finite discontinuity atTc , and an increase
below Tc , with decreasing temperature.

III. FERRIELECTRIC BILAYER STATES

Let us investigate the possibility of having a macrosco
component of the polarizationPz compatible with a bilayer
ferrielectric-type of dipole ordering. On a theoretical grou
three bilayer ferrielectric states have been shown to be st
@29#, which can be distinguished by their tilt and azimuth
angles. They are represented in Figs. 4~a!, 5~a!, and 6~a!, and
-

c

le
l

denoted Ferri I, Ferri II, and Ferri III, respectively. All thre
phases correspond to the equilibrium valuesjAÞjPÞ0 or
AÞPÞ0, and the angle between thejW i and pW i vectors, or
equivalently betweenPW andAW , is w56p/2. The molecules
of two adjacent layers in the Ferri I phase possess distinc
angles (u1Þu2) and opposed azimuthal angles (jW PijWA),
while in the Ferri II phase they have the same tilt ang
(u15u25u) but distinct arbitrary azimuthal angle
(jW P'jWA). The ferrielectric ordering in the Ferri III phase
characterized by distinct tilt (u1Þu2) and azimuthal angles
for the molecules of two successive layers.

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence o
nonvanishing componentPz of the polarization, compatible
with the preceding types of structures, is that both the sc
and vector productsPW •AW and PW 3AW should be nonzero. In
this case the following invariants are allowed by symmet
jAA sinw, jPPsinw, PzjAAcosw, and PzjPP cosw. These
invariants yield the stabilization of thePz component.

The homogeneous part of the Landau free-energy den
involving the preceding terms can be written

Fh
t 5Fh~jA ,A,w,Pz!1Fh8~jP ,P,w,Pz!1Fh9~jA ,jP ,A,P!,

~13!

whereFh is given by Eq.~1!, andFh8 , andFh9 correspond to
is

ctric
-
and
Fh8~jP ,P,w,Pz!5a18jP
2 1a28jP

4 1
1

2x118
o

P21b18P42c18jP P sinw1c28jP
2 P2 sin2 w2d18PzjPP cosw ~14!

and

Fh95n1A2P2 sin2 w81n2jA
2jP

2 sin2 w81m1A2P21m2jA
2jP

2 1m3A2jP
2 1m4jA

2 P2, ~15!

wherew8 is the angle betweenAW andPW or jWA andjW P . Analogously, the inhomogeneous part of the free-energy density

Fi
t5Fi~jA ,A,w,w1!1Fi8~jP ,P,w,w1!, ~16!

whereFi is expressed by Eq.~2!, andFi8 is

Fi8~jP ,P,w,w1!5l8jP
2 ]w1

]z
1

1

2
K338 jP

2 S ]w1

]z D 2

2m8jPP sinw
]w1

]z
. ~17!

Minimization of the total free energyFt5*(Fh
t 1Fi

t)dz give results analogous to those obtained for a bilayer antiferroele
ordering, i.e., in addition to the Ferri I, II, and III phases which are stabilized forw56p/2, three additional bilayer ferrielec
tric configurations, denoted Ferri I8, II8, and III8 are shown to be stable below the regions of stability of the phases I, II,
III, respectively, when assuming a fourth degree expansion ofFh

t . They correspond to an equilibrium value of the anglew,
given by

sinwe5
c̃1~qe!jA

eAe1 c̃18~qe!jP
e Pe

c̃2jA
e2

Ae2
1 c̃28jP

e2
Pe2

12x33
o d1d18jA

eAejP
e Pe

, ~18!

wherec̃18(q
e)5c181m8qe and c̃2852c282d18

2x33
o , qe being the helix-wave-vector expressed by:
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qe5
2ljA

e2
2l8jP

e2
1 sinwe~mjA

eAe1m8jP
e Pe!

K33jA
e2

1K338 jP
e2 . ~19!
nt

ri

he

-

o
to

.,
ri

de
o
ti

th
II
-

rri
-

s
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e , and Pe are the equilibrium values ofjA ,A,jP ,
andP in each of the phases I8, II8, and III8, which at vari-
ance with the unprimed Ferri phases possess a componePz
of the total polarization, whose equibrium expression is

Pz
e5x33

o @d1jA
eAe1d18jP

e Pe# coswe, ~20!

i.e., it results from the conjuncted couplings of (jA and A)
and (jP and P). The bilayer configurations of the Fer
I8, II8, and III8 phases are represented in Figs. 4~b!, 5~b!,
and 6~b!, respectively. They can be distinguished by t
value of thew8 angle betweenAW and PW , which is w850 in
the Ferri I8 phase,w85p/2 in the Ferri II8 phase, andw8
Þ(0,p,6p/2) in the Ferri III8 phase. The three bilayer con
figurations possess a triclinic symmetryP1, which is low-
ered with respect to the monoclinic twofold symmetries
the Ferri I, II, and III bilayer configurations. This is due
the simultaneous breaking of then̂ and k̂ intrinsic symme-
tries which go, respectively, fromD` and D`h in the
unprimed phases, toC` and D` in the primed phases, i.e
the n̂→2n̂ and k̂→2 k̂ symmetries are broken in the Fer
I8, II8, and III8 phases.

Additional effects have been omitted in the preceding
scription, which are the possible onset of a ferrielectric
antiferroelectric ordering along the normal to the smec
layers. Such effects are expressed phenomenologically
the invariantsAz(uAW `PW u) and Az(ujWA`PW u) where AW z5pW 1

z

2pW 2
z , and require to include inFh

t the additional contribu-
tion:

Fh-~Az ,jA ,A,P!5e1Az~ uAW `PW u!1e2Az~ ujWA`PW u!1
Az

2

2x338
o

,

~21!

which yield an equilibrium expression forAz :

Az
e52x338

o@e1~ uAW `PW u!1e2~ ujWA`PW u!#. ~22!

This shows that the Ferri phases I, I8, III, and III8 should
exhibit an additionalferrielectric ordering along thez direc-
tion while an antiferroelectric ordering should appear in
same direction below the SmA* phase for the Ferri phases
and II8. In the Ferri phases I8 and III8 the spontaneous com
ponentAz should be superimposed to thePz component.

The phase diagrams involving respectively the Fe
phases~I, I8), ~II, II 8) and ~III, III 8) have the same topolo
gies as described in Fig. 2 for the antiferroelectric SmCA* and
SmCAz

* phases. A qualitatively similar critical behavior, a

shown in Fig. 3, is also obtained at the phase seque
involving ferrielectric phases. Note, in particular, that und
application of an electric field alongz, the unprimed ferri-
f

-
r
c
by

e

-

es
r

electric phases become unstable, and one obtains direct
sitions from the SmA* phase to the Ferri phases I8, II8, or
III 8.

IV. MULTILAYER ANTIFERROELECTRIC AND
FERRIELECTRIC CONFIGURATIONS

The phenomenological approach to phase transitions
tween smectic phases involving a multilayer (n.2) ordering
was first discussed by Indenbom and Loginov@25# starting
from a SmA phase of achiralD`h symmetry, and by
Tolédano and Tole´dano@30# for the continuous symmetrie
D` ,C`v ,C`h , and C` . The case of multilayer antiferro
electric smectic phases was treated by Lorman@26,27# using
the formalism introduced by Dzialoshinskii for the descri
tion of weak ferromagnetic@32# and latent antiferromagneti
@33# structures. Starting from a chiral SmA* phase with an
interlayer distanced, a multilayer ordering is associated wit
a wave vectorq5(2p/nd)(n.2), located inside the one
dimensional Brillouin zone of the SmA* phase, which con-
sists in a segment of the reciprocal space, of lengthd*
52p/d. A second-order transition to an-layered structure
was shown in Ref.@25# to be necessarily associated with o
of the four-dimensional irreducible representations of theD`

group, denotedGnq in Refs. @25# and @30#. Two different
situations are met depending on whethern is even or odd.

A. Even n-layer ordering to antiferroelectric smectic phases

Let us first consider the case of antiferroelectric structu
displaying a four-layer ordering. As in the bilayer case~Sec.
II !, one defines four axial vectorsjW i5@2niyniz ,nixniz# with
i 5(124), spanning the four-dimensional irreducible repr
sentation~IR! G1q of the D` ^ Tz group atq52p/4d. As
shown in Ref.@30#, this IR is generated by the two following
434 matrices:

Cw[FM

0 U0

NG , U2w5F 0

N UM0 G ,
with

M5F eiweiqd 0

0 e2iwe2iqdG,
and ~23!

N5Feiwe2iqd 0

0 e2iweiqdG,
where Cw is a continuous rotation of anglew around the
layer normal, andU2w a twofold rotation perpendicular to
the z axis. G1q is spanned by the complex linear combin
tions of thejW i moduli: j11 i j2 ,j12 i j2 , j31 i j4 , j32 i j4,
which allows us to construct the basic homogeneous inv
ants
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I o5(
i 51

4

j i
2 ,I 15~j1

21j2
2!~j3

21j4
2!,

~24!
I 25~j1

21j2
2!21~j3

21j4
2!2,

and the inhomogeneous invariants

I 35S j1

]j2

]z
2j2

]j1

]z D2S j3

]j4

]z
2j4

]j3

]z D ,

~25!

I 45(
i 51

4 S ]j i

]z D 2

.

Putting

j15r1 cosu1 , j25r1 sinu1 ,
~26!

j35r2 cosu2 and j45r2 sinu2 ,

one obtains the free energy density

F~r i ,u i !5a1~r1
21r2

2!1a2~r1
41r2

4!1b1r1
2r2

21b2r1
2r2

2

3cos 2~u12u2!1d1S r1
2 ]u1

]z
2r2

2]u2

]z D
1d2Fr1

2S ]u1

]z D 2

1r2
2S ]u2

]z D 2G . ~27!

Minimization of the total free-energyF5*F(r i ,u i)dz with
respect tor i andu i yields the stable states of the system. T
antiferroelectric configurations fulfill the constraint

(
i 51

4

jW i50. ~28!

In addition, the equilibrium conditionsr1
25r2

2 and u25u1

1p impose that:

jW152jW3 and jW252jW4 . ~29!

Five stable antiferroelectric states, verifying the conditio
~29! are found.

~1! Two states, denoted I and II, have the enantiom
phous tetragonal symmetriesP4122^ (4Tz) and P4322
^ (4Tz) corresponding to right- and left-handed spirals.
the four-layer configurations represented in Figs. 7~a! and
8~a!, jW i and jW i 11( i 5124) are at an angle1 p/2 for con-
figuration I, and2p/2 for configuration II.

~2! Two states denoted III and IV possess the orthorho
bic symmetriesP2221^ (4Tz). In configuration III @Fig.
9~a!# the four jW i vectors are orthogonal andujW1uÞujW3u,
whereas in the configuration IV@Fig. 9~b!# the four vectors
jW i have the same length but the angle (jW1 ,`jW4)5(jW2 ,`jW3) is
arbitrary.

~3! State V @Fig. 9~c!# possesses the lowest monoclin
symmetry P21^ (4Tz). It corresponds to unequal length
ujW1uÞujW3u and to an arbitrary angle (jW1 ,`jW4)5(jW2 ,`jW3).

The preceding results can be straightforwardly gene
ized to any even value ofn. Therefore a transition to a
n-layered antiferroelectric state from the SmA* phase, re-
e

s

-

-

l-

quires one to introducen axial vectorsjW i( i 512n) with
( i 51

n jW i50. From these vectors one can always constr

four linear functions of thejW i components alongx and y,
denoted F j (j i

u)( j 51 –4, i 512n,u5x,y), following the
method described in Ref.@34#, which spans the IRG1q .
PuttingC i5r i cosui ,Ci115ri sinui(i51, and 3! one obtains
the same invariants forming the expansionF(r i ,u i), ex-
pressed by Eq.~27!, except theb2 invariant, which has the
general formb2(r1)n/2(r2)n/2 cos (n/2)(u12u2). Minimiza-
tion of the total free energyF leads again to the constrain
jW i52jWn/21 i , and to five or six distinct antiferroelectric
n-layered structures, depending ifn/2 is even or odd.

~1! Two configurations~I and II! having the symmetries
Pn1

(2)n/2^ (nTz) and Pn(n/2)11
(2)n/2^ (nTz) which symbol-

ize the existence ofn-fold screw axes along the layer norma
andn/2 twofold axes perpendicular to the layer normal. F
example, for n56 one obtains P6122 ^ (6Tz) and
P6422 ^ (6Tz). For n58, the symmetries areP81(2)4
^ (8Tz) andP85(2)4^ (8Tz).

~2! One or two configurations~III and IV! depending on
whether n/2 is even or odd, of symmetryP(n/2)1(2)n/2
^ (nTz), i.e., having an/2-fold screw axes andn/2 twofold
axes. For example forn56 one has the enantiomorphou
symmetriesP3112^ (6Tz) and P3212^ (6Tz), whereas for
n58 the symmetry isP41(2)4^ (8Tz).

~3! For n>6, configuration V found forn54 splits into
two distinct symmetries denotedP(n/2)m,n/2^ (nTz), i.e.,

FIG. 7. Structures of a four-layer unit-cell and inlayer proje
tions for ~a! the antiferroelectric configuration I and~b! the antifer-
roelectric polar configuration I8, as described in the text.
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involving n/2-fold screw axes, withm51,2, . . . forn/2 odd
and m51,3, . . . for n/2 even. For example, forn56, one
obtains P31^ (6Tz) and P32^ (6Tz), while for n58 one
hasP41^ (8Tz) andP43^ (8Tz).

Let us now show that as in the bilayer antiferroelect
case~Sec. III!, there exist other stable multilayer antiferr
electric configurations with even-n.2, which possess a
spontaneous component of the polarization along the la
normal. These additional stable states, of lower symmetr
are obtained when taking into account the coupling betw
the jW i and pW i vectors, assuming an anglewÞ(6p/2,0,p)
between those vectors.

ThepW i vectors transform as the same four-dimensional
G1q than thejW i vectors. Therefore, there exists a biline
coupling between thejW i andpW i . Considering then54 case,
one can put

p15 P̂1 cosu1 , p25 P̂1 sinu1 ,
~30!

p35 P̂2 cosu2 and p45 P̂2 sinu2 ,

and assume an anglew between thejW i and pW i for the same
i 5(1 –4!. This yields the coupling invariant

c1@r1P̂1 sin 2u11r2P̂2 sin 2u2# sinw. ~31!

On the other hand, there exists another coupling invar
between the componentpW i

z of the total polarization of each

layer, pW i5pW i
t1pW i

z , which is

FIG. 8. In-layer projections for~a! the antiferroelectric four-
layered configuration II and~b! the antiferroelectric polar configu
ration II8, described in the text.
er
s,
n

nt

d1Pz@r1P̂1 sin 2u11r2P̂2 sin 2u2#cosw. ~32!

Similar calculations to those in the bilayer antiferroele
tric case~Sec. II! show that forwÞ6p/2,0,p, the coupling
invariants~31! and~32! allow stabilization of five additional
smectic configurations denoted I8, II8, III 8, IV8, and V8,
which can be reached from the SmA* phase across the con
figurations I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively. Figures 7~b!,
8~b!, 9~d!, 9~e!, and 9~f! represent the configurations I8–V8

which possess oblique in-layer polarizationspW i , i.e., the
transverse componentspW i

t form four-layered antiferroelectric

arrangements, and thepW i
z components give a nonzero contr

bution Pz5( i 51
4 pW i

zÞ0 along the layer normal. The symme
tries of the configurations I8–V8 are
P41(I8), P43 (II 8) P21 (III 8, IV8), and P21(V8), re-
spectively, and correspond, for configurations I8–IV8 to a
loss of the twofold in-layer axes, and to the breaking of t
n̂→2n̂ and k̂→2 k̂ symmetries. Note that configurations
and V8 possess an identical symmetry P21, i.e., at the tran-
sition V→V8 the macroscopic symmetry is unbroken.
other words the ‘‘external’’ symmetriesn̂→2n̂ and k̂→
2 k̂ stabilize configuration V, which represents a metasta
state with respect to configuration V8.

FIG. 9. In-layer projections for the antiferroelectric four-layer
configurations~a! III, ~b! IV, and ~c! V, and for the corresponding
polar configurations~d! III 8, ~e! IV 8, and ~f! V8, described in the
text.
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B. Odd n-layer ordering to antiferroelectric smectic phases

Similar results are obtained forn odd. Considering the
casen53, one can define three axial vectorsjW i( i 51 –3!
from which the following four basic functions, spanning th
IR G1q at q52p/3d, can be constructed:

C1
6~jW i !5

1

2
~2j1

x2j2
x2j3

x!6
iA3

2
~j2

y2j3
y!

5r1~cosu16 i sinu1!,
~33!

C2
6~jW i !5

1

2
~2j1

y2j2
y2j3

y!6
iA3

2
~j2

x2j3
x!

5r2~cosu26 i sinu2!,

where thej i
x andj i

y( i 51 –3! are the components ofjW i along
x and y. This yields a free-energy densityF(r i ,u i) which
differs from the form given by Eq.~27!, only by the b2

invariant:b2r1
3r2

3 cos 3(u12u2). For any oddn this latter in-
variant has the general form:b2r1

nr2
n cosn(u12u2). Minimi-

zation of the total free energyF, assuming the condition

jW11jW21jW350 ~34!

shows that three types of antiferroelectric configurations
be stabilized.

~1! Configurations~denoted I and II! corresponding to
equal lengths for the threejW i vectors, which are at an angl
of 2p/3, and tojW i'(jW i 112jW i 12)( i 51 –3!. They possess the
two possible enantiomorphous symmetriesP3112^ (3Tz)
andP3212^ (3Tz) which are represented in Figs. 10~a! and
10~b!.

FIG. 10. In-layer projections for the antiferroelectric thre
layered configurations~a! I and ~b! II described in the text, and fo
the corresponding polar configurations:~c! I8 and ~d! II 8.
n

~2! Configurations~denoted III and IV! corresponding to

ujW2u5ujW3u& or ^ujW1u, thejW i vectors being at an angle of 2p/3,

and jW1'(jW22jW3). Their symmetry isP2^ (3Tz) with the

twofold axis along thejW1 direction, as shown in Figs. 11~a!
and 11~b!.

~3! The general configuration V shown in Fig. 11~c! for
which, except for relation~34!, there exist no constraints o

the lengths of thejW i and on the angles between them. T
corresponding symmetry is triclinicP1^ (3Tz).

Generalizing to any odd value ofn, the symmetry of the
configurations I and II can be writtenPnm,n

(2)n^ (nTz),

i.e., it contains ann-fold screw axis~e.g., for n55,P51–
P54, and forn57,P71–P76

) andn twofold axes. The sym-

metries of the configurations III, IV, and V remain un
changed for anyn.

As is the even-n case there exist coupling invariants b
tweenjW i and the in-plane polarization vectors, which are
the forms of Eqs.~31! and ~32!. They give rise to the stabi
lization of additional phases possessing nonzero compon
pi

z of the polarization along thez axis. The configurations
corresponding to these phases, which are denoted I8–V8, are
shown in Figs. 10~c!, 10~d!, 11~d!, 11~e!, and 11~f!, respec-
tively.

FIG. 11. In-layer projection for the antiferroelectric thre
layered configurations~a! III, ~b! IV, and ~c! V, described in the
text, and for the corresponding polar configurations~d! III 8, ~e! IV 8,
and ~f! V8.
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C. Multilayer ferrielectric configurations

Ferrielectric configurations imply the condition

hW P5(
i 51

n

jW iÞ0, ~35!

which is equivalent to( i 51
n pW iÞ0. In order to determine the

correspondingn-layered ferrielectric stable configuration
one can use the approach of Refs.@26# and @27# inspired by
the theoretical description of noncompensated antiferrom
netic structures@32,33#. It consists of taking auxiliary anti-
ferroelectric vectorshW i , which are specific linear combina
tions of thejW i . Here again, two different situations occ
depending ifn is even or odd.

1. Evenn-layered ferrielectric configurations

For n54 one can construct the three antiferromagne
vectors
t
en

le

c-

-

g-

c

hW 15jW11jW22jW32jW4 ,

hW 25jW12jW22jW31jW4 , ~36!

hW 35jW12jW21jW32jW4

which verify the reciprocal conditions

jW15 1
4 ~hW P1hW 11hW 21hW 3!, jW25 1

4 ~hW P1hW 12hW 22hW 3!,

jW35 1
4 ~hW P2hW 12hW 21hW 3! ~37!

and jW45 1
4 (hW P2hW 11hW 22hW 3).

This yields the following expressions ofhW P in function of
the hW i( i 5123) andjW i( i 5124):
hW P5
2

~h1
22h2

2!
$@~j1

21j2
2!2~j3

21j4
2!#hW 12@~j1

22j2
2!2~j3

22j4
2!#hW 2%

5
2

~h2
22h3

2!
$@~j1

22j2
2!2~j3

22j4
2!#hW 22@~j1

22j2
2!1~j3

22j4
2!#hW 3%

5
2

~h3
22h1

2!
$@~j1

22j2
2!1~j3

22j4
2!#hW 32@~j1

21j2
2!2~j3

21j4
2!#hW 1%. ~38!
on
ori-

-
o

y

en
en-

h

nts
Equations~36!–~38! allow one to enumerate the differen
classes of four-layered ferrielectric structures, which dep
on the respective equilibrium relationship between thejW i
moduli, depending in turn on the tilt and azimuthal ang
made by the molecular subunits with respect to the (x,y,z)
axes. Forn54 one can distinguish seven different ferriele
tric configurations, belonging to two structural classes.

~1! j1
21j2

25j3
21j4

2. Three types of four-layered ferrielec
tric configurations fulfill this condition. Forj1

2Þj2
2 and j3

2

5j4
2, one obtains configuration I with

hW P5
2~j1

22j2
2!

h2
22h3

2 ~hW 22hW 3!. ~39!

For j1
25j2

2 andj3
2Þj4

2, configuration II corresponds to

hW P5
2~j4

22j3
2!

h2
22h3

2 ~hW 21hW 3!. ~40!

For j1
2Þj2

2 andj3
2Þj4

2 one obtains configuration III, with

hW P5
2

h1
22h2

2 @~j3
22j2

2!#hW 2 ~41!
d

s

and hW 2ihW 3. Note that each of the preceding configurati
types possess different subconfigurations differing by the
entation of thejW i vectors.

~2! j1
21j2

2Þj3
21j4

2. Four types of ferrielectric configura
tions fulfill this condition. Configuration IV corresponds t
j1

25j2
2 andj3

25j4
2. It produces the vectorhW P given by

hW P5
4~j1

22j3
2!

h1
22h2

2
hW 1 ~42!

andh2
25h3

2. Configurations V (j1
2Þj2

2 ,j3
25j4

2) and VI (j1
2

5j2
2 ,j3

2Þj4
2) producehW P vectors which are expressed b

Eqs. ~39! and ~40!, respectively. Finally, configuration VII
(j1

2Þj2
2 ,j3

2Þj4
2) corresponds to the general form ofhW P

given by Eq.~38!.
One can verify the stability of the correspondig sev

four-layered ferrielectric phases by using a free-energy d
sity of the form

F~ I o ,I 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 ,I 5!1Fc~jW i ,hW i ,hW P!, ~43!

where the homogeneous part ofF is expanded up to the eigt
degree injW i , andFc expresses the coupling betweenjW i , hW i ,
and hW P . Note in this respect that the pairs of compone
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(h1
x ,h2

y), (h2
x ,h1

y), (h3
x ,h3

y), and (hP
x ,hP

y ) span four two-
dimensional IR’s of the D̀^ Tz group. Generalization of the
procedure to other even values ofn require, preliminarily,
that one determine for eachn the relevant antiferroelectric
vectorshW i , which can be deduced@34# from the form of the
C j (j i

u) functions spanning the IRG1q .

2. Odd-n-layered ferrielectric configurations

In then54 case we have seen that ferrielectric structu
occur when thejW i possess unequal lengths, at least for par
them, i.e., for different tilt angles in some of the four laye
This can be verified for any even value ofn. For odd values
of n the situation is different, and one can have stable fe
electric configurations associated withjW i vectors having
equal lengths in then layers forming the ferrielectric uni
cell. Considering for example the casen53, a ferrielectric
configuration will occur ifhW P5jW11jW21jW3Þ0. One can de-
fine the two antiferroelectric vectors

hW 152jW12jW22jW3 and hW 25jW22jW3 , ~44!

which yields:

hW P5
1

h1
22h2

2 @~2j1
22j2

22j3
21jW1jW21jW1jW322jW2jW3!hW 1

2~j2
22j3

21jW1jW22jW1jW3!hW 2#. ~45!

This shows that a ferrielectric configuration requires
conditionsh1

2Þh2
2, i.e.,jW1ÞjW2 andjW1ÞjW3. Under these con-

ditions seven different configurations can be stablized.
~1! For hW 150 and hW 2Þ0, i.e., for jW185(jW21jW3)/2 and

jW2ÞjW3 ~configuration I!, one obtains: hW P5(3/2h2
2)(j2

2

2j3
2)hW 2.
~2! Three distinct configurations~II, III, and IV ! corre-

spond tohW 1Þ0 andhW 250, i.e., tojW25jW3. The more genera
configuration II corresponds tohW P5(2/h1

2)(j1
222j2

2

1jW1jW2)hW 1. For jW25jW352jW1 ~configuration III! one has
hW P5(24/h1

2)j1
2hW 1. WhenjW1'jW2 one obtains the configura

tion IV with hW P5(2/h1
2)(j1

222j2
2)hW 1.

~3! For hW 1Þ0 andhW 2Þ0 three other configurations~V,
VI, and VII! may be stabilized. ForjW252jW3 , hW P5@1/(h1

2

2h2
2)#(2j1

2hW 112jW1jW2jW2) ~configuration V!. For jW1'(jW2

2jW3) and jW2ÞjW3, one hashW P5@1/(h1
22h2

2)#@(2j1
22j2

2

1jW1(jW21jW3)22jW2jW3)hW 12(j2
22j3

2)hW 2# ~configuration VI!.
Finally, the most general configuration VII, which involve
no additional relationship betweenjW i , corresponds tohW P as
given by Eq.~45!.

The stability of the three-layered ferrielectric phases c
responding to the preceding configurations can be veri
using a free-energy density of the form of Eq.~43!, and the
same procedure can be used for any odd value ofn. Taking
into account the coupling between the in-layer polarizat
vectorspW i and jW i vectors, and assuming an anglewÞ0,p,
6p/2 between these vectors, leads, as in the bilayer fe
electric case~Sec. III! to ferrielectric configurations display
s
f
.

i-

e

-
d

n

i-

ing an induced polarization component along the layer n
mal. A coupling can also be found between t
noncompensated antiferroelectric vectors~i.e., for n54, pW 1

1pW 22pW 32pW 4 ,pW 12pW 22pW 31p4, etc.! and the analogous lin
ear combination of thejW i , which gives rise to ferrielectric or
antiferroelectric ordering along thez axis. The corresponding
mesophases will be stabilized below the analogous confi
rations verifyingw56p/2, as in the bilayer case.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary, a theoretical approach for determining
stable antiferroelectric and ferrielectric, bilayer an
multilayer, smectic configurations that may arise below
SmA* phase has been described, and shown to apply for
numbern of layers, withn even or odd. This approach sys
tematizes the previous studies@26–30# on multilayer order-
ing in smectic phases@25,30#, and on the corresponding b
layer @28,29# and multilayer antiferroelectric @26,27#
structures. Furthermore, it has been shown that taking
account the coupling between the in-layer tilt and polari
tion vectors, assumed to be at an arbitrary anglew, yields a
class of antiferroelectric and ferrielectric stable states, d
playing ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, or ferrielectric ord
along the layer normal.

The obtained results provide a useful framework for a
lyzing the complex structures of the experimentally observ
antiferroelectric and ferrielectric mesophases. However,
must keep in mind that since the structures are helicoidal,
multilayer order assumed in our approach represents an
proximation which holds only in the limits of not too larg
values ofn and of long helical pitches. Strictly speaking, on
deals in the real situation with monolayer structures. T
property has been confirmed by the recent study of M
et al. @35#, who found that the SmCA* , SmCFI1* , and
SmCFI2* structures agree with a ‘‘clock’’ model, assuming
constant increment between adjacent layers, but compa
with the two-, three-, and four-layer ordering characterizi
the preceding mesophases.

There presently exists no experimental indication in an
ferroelectric systems of a polar ordering perpendicular to
smectic layers. In the present work this type of order h
been shown to be always compatible with antiferroelec
and ferrielectric configurations. Athough there is a stro
belief that a polar order violating then̂→2n̂ symmetry
should not be found in liquid crystals@21#, the clarification
of the properties of the corresponding configurations~e.g.,
the location of the macroscopically polar mesophases in
phase diagrams with respect to the conventional antife
electric and ferrielectric states, their specific critical beha
ior, etc.! should encourage a search for them, especially
the classes of antiferroelectric systems formed by dim
@36# or by bent shaped molecules@12,13#. In such systems
the conditions for realizing a dipolar order along the norm
have been shown to be particularly favorable@14,37#.
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